
Dedicated software
for OT/IT convergence

What is UDS Atom?



UDS Atom by Unicorn Dataset

Expertise & knowledge
Taking advantage of 13 years of experience, STEP AT founder created Unicorn 
Dataset, a spin-off dedicated to industry 4.0.

Industry 4.0
OT/IT convergence is the key for an efficient transition to industry 4.0. 
Unicorn Dataset solutions help engineers to tackle this new challenge.

Cybersecurity 
Cybersecurity is the major preocupation at Unicorn Dataset. UDS Atom achieves 
the class 1 requirements from ANSSI (Agence nationale de la sécurité des sys-
tèmes d’information)

Made in France
France has always been the cradle of major innovations such as cinema, auto-
motive, agriculture. Unicorn Dataset intents to continue the tradition with 100% 
French engineers and PhD.



UDS Atom OVERVIEW



UDS Atom under the hood

1 . Collect
From any equipments
Over many protocols

2 . Clean
Compute the data on the edge to process 
only relevant data

3. Enrich
Create your own virtual channels from formulas
Insert machine learning algorithm and many others with PYTHON

4. Broadcast
To any client with a large choice of communication protocols such as MQTT, 
AMQP and many other



Business Model
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UDS Atom at a glance

UDS Atom is or has...
UDS Atom is running as a Windows service or Linux daemon
UDS Atom is autonomous
UDS Atom has an API Rest to be fully integrated in the customer 
framework
UDS Atom has a web based configurator and dashboard
UDS Atom is fully compliant with cybersecurity needs such as TLS com-
munications, user authentification and API key

UDS Atom is not...
A new testbench automation software
A test sequencer
A high frequency data acquisition software
Another IIoT gadget with properitary protocols
A swiss knife…



UDS Atom standard service program

Standard Service Program 

Updates and Maintenance Versions: Receive auto-
matically and free of charge all software updates 
when they are released.

Email and phone support: Get started quickly and 
save time with technical support from Step AT en-
gineers, by phone or email.

Earlier software versions: Access current and pre-
vious versions of your software. Your serial number 
is used to activate any previous version of your sof-
tware, in addition to the version purchased.



Use case: Predictive Maintenance 
onboard the MSC Grandiosa

Sourcer OPC UA and DA

Computing on the edge

Pusher MQTT to broadcast data 
to the customer cloud platform

Loss connection free



What UDS Atom knows



For more...

Location
Unicorn Dataset
70 AVENUE DE ROME
83500 LA SEYNE SUR MER

Contact
Email : info@unicornds.com
Web : www.unicornds.com
Follow us on the social networks


